The gallery is located in the U-M Comprehensive Cancer Center on the ground level, B2.

The gallery consists of:
- two large cases - 23” in depth x 46.5” in length x 22.5” in height
- six small cases - 17” in depth x 17” in length x 16.5” in height.

Each case has a cherry wood display deck with a plexiglass cover and museum quality security screws.

To adequately fill this space, the artist must provide at least one 3D piece to fill each small case and enough work to adequately fill the large cases.

Work must arrive ready to install. Please use felt bumpers on pieces that might damage the case deck.

Please provide any specialized display stands.

**Footprint - use to help determine number of pieces for exhibit**

- **lrg #1**
- **sm #1**
- **sm #2**
- **sm #3**
- **sm #4**
- **sm #5**
- **sm #6**
- **lrg #2**

---

**Elevation - use to determine height of pieces for exhibit**

- Cherry Display Deck
- Plexiglass Cover

- **West Side**
- **East Side**